
 Khirkee Collective is conducting a series of dialogues with people who live and work in the locality, or live

elsewhere and come to work here – a cobbler, presswali, bhaturewale, and others who have become familiar

figures. Some of these subjects move around in the locality, for instance on bicycles or with pushcarts, while

earning their living; other subjects occupy fixed locality sites and work there in all seasons. Through a series

of conversations with these people about the nature of their work, the immediate demands of their daily

existence and the general trajectory of their life-journeys, the Collective has documented how each subject,

over time, has developed particular relationships with his/her customers and with residents of Khirki-Hauz

Rani, and nurtured a dynamic sense of connection with the built environment itself. 

R
aju-ji is a very familiar presence to us. We

have met him so many times in Khirki.

He sits at a corner of one of the lanes and

repairs all kinds of footwear. We chose this site

for one of our wall-painting projects. He did not

object, in fact he appreciated what we painted on

the wall behind him. We depicted female

cobblers at work – we wanted to make the point

that if women have the will, they can push past

social and gender limitations and actually achieve

their goals. Some people who saw the painting as

they passed by or brought shoes for repair

had a negative opinion, because the foot of

one of the painted figures is above Raju-ji’s

head. But the most important thing for us

was what Raji-ji thought of our work. He

didn’t care what others thought, and really

loves the painting. 

I asked Raju-ji about his life-journey and

how he became a cobbler. He said he came

from a poor family. His grandfather and

father were also cobblers, but no one had

taught him, he had trained himself in this

occupation. When he was a child he was

sent daily to take food to his father from his

home. He used to sit at his father’s work-

space and watch him for hours. In this way,

by the age of seven or eight he had learnt

the basics of how to fix footwear.

Shoe repair and polishing was not Raju-ji’s

first work. He washed cars, sold pens and

other items on the roadside and did many other

small jobs to contribute to the family income. At the

age of thirteen he first started to repair shoes

himself in Khanpur. He tried working in different

south Delhi localities – Saket, Nehru Place, Lajpat

Nagar – but these were too far from his home and

he had to pay almost Rs 100 daily for transportation

by auto, almost half his daily earnings. Travelling by

bus or metro would be cheaper and faster but Raju-

ji doesn’t like crowds, so he preferred to change his
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E
very person on this earth needs work in

order to live. This is the most important

human need. Some people start working

after finishing their higher education, some people

start working after high school, and many people

work without having any formal education at all. 

Back in Afghanistan, my father had started working

as a teenager, without finishing high school. A

generation later, my elder brother did the same.

This was necessary in order to help their families

financially. But I did not get the chance to learn why

they had discontinued their studies and what

difficulties they faced when starting work at such a

young age. They were silent about it, not wanting to

share, thinking it would upset us. But I just had to

look into their faces to know how much they had

struggled – one’s eyes are enough to tell one’s story.

Before talking to Asif Bhai here in Delhi about

his life-story, I used to think that everyone who

starts working at an early age has to struggle a lot,

like my father and brother. But through my talks

with him I came to understand that when it comes

to work, everyone has a different destiny. 

Asif Bhai is 30 years old, and has been living in

Hauz Rani for the past ten years. He earlier lived in

Okhla. After completing his 12th Standard he

stopped his studies because he needed to contribute

to the family income. He first worked for one year

in the audits department of Vodafone. This gave

him the idea of opening his own mobile phone

shop with the money he had managed to save from

his salary. He moved to Hauz Rani, knowing that

his savings were not enough to buy a shop but he

could invest in building a small business. He took a

shop on rent and started selling basic mobiles

(Nokia and Samsung), all mobile accessories and

recharge services for different kinds of sim cards

(Jio, Vodafone, Airtel and Idea). 

What makes you independent? Nargis
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workplace rather than take buses or trains. Finally

he decided to work in Khirki, and he has now been

here for seven years.

The local people know Raju-ji really well, and he

has developed a good relationship with them. He

gets about 20 customers per day, and most of them

are women and children. He is full of stories, and

you cannot get bored talking to him. He is never

alone – there is always someone sitting beside him,

chatting and laughing with him as he works. But

when I first started talking to him about his life

people would come to his corner and stare at us,

sometimes with smiles on their faces. This made

me very uncomfortable. One day a friend who was

with me took some photos of me with Raju-ji on

her phone, and the locals watching us assumed we

were going to upload these online. They asked me

if we were going to put this on YouTube. I said no,

and just walked away. This was the only disruption

of my interviews with Raju-ji. 

Raju-ji is a very kind, friendly and open-minded

person. The one thing that makes him angry is

customers who leave their shoes with him for

repair, saying they will return by such-and-such

time later in the day, but don’t show up. This

happens many times. Then he has to take their

shoes home with him, which adds to his transport

expenses. It becomes a burden he has to protect

when he takes an auto home, or if he is with

friends they walk home together carrying the load

of unclaimed footwear.

Once Raju-ji had to close his stall for some days.

But his family and friends helped him to open it

again and start working. He is a sort of artist

himself, because he loves to decorate – when he

has extra money, he buys shoe materials and

makes footwear to put in front of his stall.

We have never had any problem communicating

with Raju-ji about our wall-painting or any topic

about his life. He told us that as a child his dream

was to finish high school and college, but poverty

forced him to drop out as a young teenager and

start working in order to add to the household

income. When I first talked to him, he seemed to

be grateful for everything he had – it was as if he was

content with his life and didn’t expect or want

anything more. But when we talked in more detail I

came to understand that his life is not easy. He is

not able to spend much time with his wife and

children. And he has no choice except to keep

working, whether it is hot or cold or raining, and

even if he is sick, because each day he has to earn

so that each day his family can eat. 
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Asif Bhai has been running this shop for nine

years now. It is open to everyone, and he works

from 11.30 am to 10.30 pm. He has a mix of

male (60%) and female (40%) customers, and

pays equal attention to all. Most customers come

to the shop between 5 pm and 10 pm. Most

women come between 5 pm and 7 pm, because

the streets of Delhi are especially unsafe for

women after dark. In the late evening and at night

the customers are mainly men. 

In Asif Bhai’s own words: 

“When I opened my shop I did not face any major

problem with the other shopkeepers here. My

neighbours here are a sweets shop and chemist, and

there is no other mobile phone or recharging shop

in this lane. It has been good all these years, no

arguments. Unlike the case of one of my friends

who has a stationery shop in Hauz Rani. There is

another stationery shop in the same lane so he has

to cope with conflict and back-biting. In my location

I have no rivals so I continue to have a good

relationship with the shopkeepers around me. We

don’t interfere with each other’s work or criticize

each other. All of us mind our own business, and

there is no time for idle chat because we are busy

with our daily workload. 

“Initially I did have a problem about how to build

my customer base. My shop was new and no one in

the locality was really aware of it. Business was very

slow but I did not give up. I continued to be at the

shop every day, but also spread the word through

socializing and communicating. I texted all my

friends about my shop and asked them to forward

the texts to all their friends. I posted the information

on my social media accounts. I also shared the

information with my relatives and my neighbours.

Then when customers actually started coming to my

shop I gave them the best possible service, so they

have kept returning to me and have told other

people about their satisfactory experience. 

“I serve all kinds of customers from the local

communities – Indians, Afghans, Somalis,

Nigerians. Some of them can be rude, but I don’t

pay much attention to abusive behaviour. One

customer would get angry if the recharge process

was even slightly delayed; he would always start

shouting, “Why is it taking so long…!” I have a low

opinion of people like that. To my trusted regular

long-term customers I give a 10% discount. But I

only extend credit to people who pay me back on

time. It makes me really angry when people are

careless about this and owe me money.

“I earn enough money to help my family and pay

the rent, but I can hardly save anything. I was

lucky to open the shop when I did, because at that

time the locality had only two or three shops selling

basic Nokia and Samsung phones and providing

recharge services. In the last few years the

population here has doubled, and now in every lane

of Khirki and Hauz Rani you can find mobile



phone/recharging shops. This makes me feel

insecure sometimes, but I accept the situation

because no one can avoid whatever is in their fate. 

“When I have free time in my shop I use my

mobile to pass time and check my social media

accounts. But I also watch videos on YouTube to

train myself in mobile phone repair. I have been

able to fix my own mobile just by closely watching

and following the instructions. The videos are a

form of free education and my new skills add to

my self-belief and self-reliance.  

“When I was young I always thought that all

people of my age had the capacity to gain

independence through hard work. But now when

I think about it, I feel it is not that simple, even if

you have the educational qualifications, the

commitment and the talent. My own life

experience has taught me a person really

becomes independent in terms of their work only

through being ready to take up challenges and to

adapt to changing scenarios.” 

Chhole-Bhature

I
n our locality there is an Uncle who makes

chhole-bhature. He has been doing this work

for a long time, maybe 20-22 years. He has a

shop in Hauz Rani that he has been running for the

past 10-12 years, and for all this time he has been

selling chhole-bhature and other kinds of food. Even

prior to buying the shop he sold chhole-bhature in

Hauz Rani, from a pushcart. But he did not move

around, he sold food from the pushcart in one fixed

place. Today from his shop he sells chhole-bhature

in the morning, and in the evening he sells samose,

jalebi, chowmein, bread-pakore and lassi, etc.

Chhole-bhature is the most popular item, so most

people here know him either by the name of

‘Chhole-bhature Uncle’, or ‘Mulla Ji’ because he

has a very big long thick beard, and that too pure

white, and he mostly wears kurta-pyjama. Earlier he

used to work alone, but now his two sons and a

hired helper work with him. 

Uncle’s first task of the morning is to cook the

day’s supply of chhole very well and set it aside.

When a customer arrives at the shop, he fries the

bhature and serves it hot and fresh, so it is tasty.

At the same time, samose preparation is going on,

as Uncle’s older son and the hired worker mix

spices into the mass of boiled potato and roast it.

From 9 am-2pm chhole-bhature are made and sold;

2-5 pm is the time for preparing ingredients for the

evening foods; and from 5 pm onwards the shop

makes and serves samose, jalebi, etc. 

I asked Uncle about where he bought his supplies

and spices. He said he either got all his supplies

from the Sabzi Mandi or from a street vendor. He

bought 10-20 kilos at a time, so he got items

cheaper, at wholesale rates. I asked him about his

customers. He said that all kinds of people came to

his shop, some sat there and ate, and others had the

food packed and took it with them. Many daily-

wage labourers and office workers habitually have

his chhole-bhature for breakfast. Everyone in the

area, from small children to old women, comes to

his shop, but women do not eat there, they always

have the food packed and take it with them. 

During Ramzan the sale of chhole-bhature drops

because most people in the area keep the fast

during the day. But in the evening at the time of

iftaar (breaking the fast) Uncle makes all kinds of

pakore – pyaaz, gobhi, mirchi and other kinds –

and his sales are good. So he does not lose money

because the high evening sales compensate for the

lack of morning customers. I asked him why he

didn’t altogether stop making chhole-bhature during

the month of Ramzan. He said it wasn’t the case

that nothing sold at all during the day, some people

did come to eat, and he ensured he had a supply of

chhole-bhature so that he did not lose those

Street Foods Gufran
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customers. But he made only a small amount, just

enough for those few customers, so that nothing

would be left over. And he also kept in mind that

many people who did not keep the fast preferred to

eat outside rather than eat in their homes (where

family members might be fasting), so they too might

come to his shop.  

On one occasion the police shut down Uncle’s

shop. He had extended it slightly onto the road so

that it would be more visible. The lane is very

narrow, so if customers gather in a crowd there is

a jam and vehicles can’t pass through. An

ambulance got blocked in this way. The people

who had called the ambulance brought a case

against Uncle and the police sealed his shop. But

somehow he managed to get the case withdrawn,

and opened his shop again. 

Chhole-Kulche/Parathe
The first person I talked to for the locality archive

was Ram Lal Uncle. He seemed a good person to

interview because he has been working here for a

very long time. He sells chhole-kulche. His

bicycle almost sags under the load of a large vessel

that contains his chhole, and he uses a small stove

to heat the kulche/parathe. He wheels his bicycle

through the locality, moving around and selling

this food. He has been doing this for 15-16 years. 

Uncle prepares his parathe, chhole and kulche at

home, and then goes out to sell them in the street.

He heats them well before serving, so that his

customers can enjoy hot and tasty food. If all the

morning’s kulche/parathe get sold, he uses free

time between customers to quickly make more so

that he has enough supply for the rest of the day. 

Uncle must be about 65-70 years old. But even at

this age he moves around from place to place in

the locality, putting so much effort into his work.

He has fixed times daily for where he will be, in

which lane, at which spot, and he follows this

routine. For example, from 10-10.30 am he is at

Shirin Public School because at that time the

children are out of class on lunch break, eating

their food. Most of the children who don’t bring

lunch from home buy chhole-kulche/parathe

from him, and he sells a lot there. 

Then from 11-11.30 he sells his food at Malviya

Public School where the lunch break begins at 11

am. After that he goes towards Bhagat Singh Park.

If by then all the kulche-parathe are finished, he uses

the time to make more. Then from 2-3.30 pm he is

near Shutter Lane. At 4 pm he moves to the

government school in Hauz Rani. This is how his

day passes. From my earliest childhood I have been

seeing him follow the same routine. 

Uncle is a bit irritable, but that is to be expected,

after all he is elderly and with age people do become

cranky. Sometimes during the school lunch breaks

there is a big crowd of children around him, and this

bothers him a lot, at times he even drives them away.

Sometimes he forgets to take payment, or takes

payment and forgets, and then he has arguments

with the children. Up to now I have always seen him

working by himself, I have never seen him with a

helper, nor have I seen any other vendor occupying

Uncle’s fixed places in these localities. He has a

special connection with Hauz Rani, its schools, its

residents. It is a very old and deep relationship.

When he is moving around here daily to sell his

food, he talks very cordially with everyone. 

Ram Lal Uncle’s home is in Sangam Vihar, but he

comes all the way to Hauz Rani on his bicycle to sell

his food. As a vendor he could have gone to any

other place but he likes to come here because of

the special relationship he has with the people of

Hauz Rani. He has a fixed spot outside the schools

and because of his sales to the children he is able to

earn a fixed amount, and because of this reliable

income he does not have to worry too much. This

relationship with the locality is what made me

choose him as the person to interview for the

archive – and the fact that at his age he still comes

here from Sangam Vihar on his bicycle loaded with

the food he sells, and that he always works alone.
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I
was just 9 years old when we came to India

from Afghanistan. I really don’t really

remember that much about my early life there.

My father and my uncle didn’t allow me to go

beyond our house because of kidnappers in our city

Kabul. I wanted to play with my friends outside on

the street but I couldn’t. My brother, cousin and I

always played together in our yard. So I mostly

remember our yard, and the way to school.

There was a police station right opposite our

house. The police were very kind to us. They

always gave us candies, but my uncle didn’t want

us to talk to them. Once I had some money saved

from my pocket money, on a day my father and

uncle were not home, so it was a good chance to

go out. I told my cousin and brother, “Let’s go and

eat ice cream!” and they accepted. It was the first

time we went out of the house without permission.

We were enjoying it, but suddenly a policeman

called us over and started talking to us, asking how

we are and what is going on in our house. I was

really scared that my father or uncle might come

home and find us on the street, because I knew

they would be so angry that they would almost kill

us. Suddenly I saw my uncle, and I screamed to

warn my brother and cousin. My uncle heard me,

and saw us with the policeman. He ordered me to

go home, and then he beat my brother and cousin

so much that their face and body was covered with

red welts. After that we never tried to leave the

house without permission.

There are many Afghan families living and

working here in Khirkee. I noticed an Afghan

cobbler, he looked very old, his hair was totally

white and he talked very slowly, but he still

worked hard all day – sitting on the crowded road

in hot weather, trying to earn some money.

Before coming to India I had never talked to

strangers, or tried to learn how other people live.

But I really wanted to know more about him, so I

went to him and asked some questions about his

life, and he kindly answered.

His name is Ayatolla, and he is 76 years old. At

first three of my friends went with me, visiting him

every day. We spoke in Dari. We four girls all

had phones, so one of us took photos, another

took video, and Hadiya and I talked to Ayatolla

and recorded the conversation. People passing by

saw our group, and made comments to each

other. We felt their eyes on us, probably because

of the phones. This made me uncomfortable, and

one boy came up and asked us what we were

doing, did we want to help Ayatolla by giving him

a donation…? We were confused, but Ayatolla

was not bothered by the public attention because

he knew we were just there to ask some questions

and learn about his life. 

After that we went to talk to Ayatolla just once a

week. We learned that he came to India from

Afghanistan with his wife, daughter and two of his

sons in 2015. He has been working as a cobbler

in Khirkee for one year to earn money for his

family. At first they faced many problems,

especially as they did not know Hindi at all. But

he had some relatives in Khirkee, and they

helped him a lot. The family stayed with a relative

after their arrival, but Ayatolla knew this could

only be for some time, and that he had to find a

house for his family. This was a real struggle

because he could not afford the rents. After some

weeks he found a house with cheaper rent, and

A Stranger No More Sabra
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the family moved there to begin their new life.

They had water problems, food was very

expensive, and there were other difficulties. But

Ayatolla is mentally very strong, and that is how

he slowly solved all his problems, with the help of

his family, relatives in Khirkee and also in

Afghanistan. Within a very short time he became

friends with many Afghans in the neighbourhood,

and they also helped him. They showed him the

hospital and the markets, and because he could

not speak Hindi or English, they took him to the

Afghan shops where language was not an obstacle. 

The family’s savings were used up one month

after their arrival. Ayatolla had no idea what to do

or how they would survive. So he borrowed some

money from his friends, but that was not enough

to live on as he had to

pay rent. He became

very sad. His two

married sons working

in Afghanistan told him

not to worry as they

would send some

money, but he knew

that his sons themselves

did not earn much, so

they could not really

help him. So he

decided to find some

work himself and earn

enough for the family’s

daily needs. He had

worked as a mechanic

in Afghanistan, but in

Khirkee no one would

hire him because of his

age, because he did not

know Hindi, and

because he had no

experience with local

vehicles. 

All this made Ayatolla very tense. Then one day

he saw a cobbler sitting on the roadside, calmly

working while people walked past him. This

sight reminded Ayatolla that he too knew how

to fix footwear. His mother had taught him to

repair his own shoes as a teenager, and he had

learnt the skills very well. He decided that he

too would try to work as a cobbler in the

locality. Happy with this new idea, he realized

he would need tools but did not know where to

get them. He went to his best friend and asked

for help. The friend told Ayatolla that whatever

he would need as a cobbler could be bought

more cheaply in Old Delhi markets, and went

there with him to buy the tools. Ayatolla

prepared his work items and positioned himself

on the corner of ‘juice gali’, a crowded lane near

where he lives. The chosen spot looked

beautiful after he cleaned and decorated it, hung

colourful shoelaces on the wall behind him, and

arranged boxes in which to take the customers’

shoes home at night.

After some time people got to know Ayatolla as

someone who was very kind and did his job very

well, and came regularly to get their footwear

fixed. He began to love his work. Today he earns

enough to buy some vegetables and fruits for the

family. It is very difficult to survive on so little.

Like other people, his family also wants to eat

well and buy things, but that just is not possible.

But he has to keep working so that they can at

least buy food, and he pays the rent with money

his two married sons send from Afghanistan. 

Ayatolla’s daughter is 19 years old. She is studying

very hard in order to be able to help her father by

getting a job somewhere. His other son is also

studying. But he does not want his daughter to

work for others. He wants her to finish her

studies and work for herself, have her own office

and live a good life with her family in the future.

The problem that has emotionally broken

Ayatolla’s family is the condition of his 32-year-

old son Amanollah who is seriously disabled since

birth, and has speech defects and poor eyesight.

Doctors cannot do anything for him, and neither

can Ayatolla. It breaks his heart to see his big son

struggling day after day. 

To me, Ayatolla looks as happy as anyone else,

always smiling and seeming to enjoy his life.

The only reason he can present himself like this

is because he is mentally so strong. He is 76 –

other people his age stay home and let their

children support them. But Ayatolla is different.

He works for his son and daughter, so they can

complete their studies and build their futures.

He came to India with hopes for a better life,

but here too he faced many problems. This is

the case with many people in Khirkee, and I

want to find them and talk to them as well.

Their stories might be as interesting as

Ayatolla’s...
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I
was a very small child when my mother

explained to me our national custom of

women and girls wearing long skirts, long

sleeves and covering their heads with a scarf. The

social belief in Somalia was that women and girls

who wear short or revealing garments attract the

eyes of men, and are giving men a chance to flirt

with them, follow them, maybe even kidnap and

rape them. This message was repeated over and

over: females should always wear clothes that fully

cover their bodies, because it was dangerous to do

otherwise. The men in my city used to stare at

women and teenage girls in the streets but not at

me because I was so young that I did not even

have to wear a hijab. My mother told me that if I

dressed in the right manner when I was older, no

one would bother me. 

I was six years old when we arrived in Delhi as

refugees from Somalia. We found a place to live in

Hauz Rani. Many refugees from Afghanistan, the

Middle East and Africa live here. The narrow lanes

of this locality are always crowded, mostly with men.

At first I felt very uncomfortable whenever I was

outside, because all the men stared at me. At the

age of seven I began attending a school in nearby

Khirki Extension. At that time my head was

uncovered, but my mother said I was now old

enough to wear hijab and dress differently, as my

childish short clothes might provoke the local men

to harass or sexually abuse me. Since then I have

been following the daily practice of wearing long

skirts, long sleeves and a head scarf.  

This belief about one’s clothes attracting the

unwanted attention of men also exists in Indian

culture, though women and girls here don’t

necessarily change their way of dressing, and

traditional clothes like the saree do keep part of the

body exposed. This view is shared by Sunita, a

Hindu lady who owns a small grocery shop near

Krishna Mandir at Khirki Extension, down the lane

from where I live. On the day I first went to her to

ask about her life-story, she was wearing a saree,

revealing half of her belly, her arms, her neck, chest

and back. She said that her parents forbade her to

wear Western clothes and

insisted that she wore

modest clothes like kurtas

and salwar-suits. In middle

age she still follows the

rules about dress that she

learnt as a child. 

Sunita is 56 years old,

married with two sons. She

has been running her

grocery shop for almost

ten years. Earlier she

worked in people’s homes,

cooking food and cleaning

houses as a maid. She did

this for five years, but

stopped because it was too

exhausting, and she found it difficult to move from

house to house. The traditional way of thinking

is girls should stay home and do household

chores and their mothers should stay home and

run the household. But in some cases when girls

are doing the domestic work, it frees their

mothers to work outside the house. Sunita did

not want to just sit at home. So she decided to

try and earn money by selling plants and flowers

in the locality. Unfortunately she had to stop

doing this because people used to rebuke her,

saying things like “Go and find a proper job

instead of roaming around the area with your

plants! Or stay inside your house!” 

Such comments made Sunita angry and she

thought she would give up this work and stay

Do dress codes matter? Farha
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home. But she was used to her independence

because her parents had always given her

freedom to work outside the house. So with the

help of her sons she decided to open a grocery

shop in Khirki Extension, near Krishna Mandir.

They bought the shop for Rs 20 lakhs. She has

not had to face any negative public comments

since taking up this work.

When Sunita first opened her shop it was a

struggle because few people came to it. Now after

almost ten years of shop-keeping business, she

has a good reputation and good relationship with

her customers. She also has a good relationship

with other shops and vendors in that street. The

locals trust her and she trusts them, so she often

gives them goods on credit. Most of her

customers are men, because of the large male

migrant population in the area. A transgender

group living here also takes goods on credit. She

has a gentle and kind nature, so she forgives

creditors who don’t pay her. 

Sunita’s two sons earn by organizing tents for

marriage receptions. I asked her why she doesn’t

stay home and let her sons support her since they

are making enough money at their job. She said,

“One of my sons is married and his wife is sick,

so we have medical expenses. My sons don’t have

continuous work all year round. Also, as I get

older the habit of staying at home will make me

lazy. To prevent this I come to my shop every

single day, and I will run it for as long as I still

have the strength to work on my own without

anyone’s help or company.”

Sunita has noticed a drop in the number of

customers over the past couple of years. One

reason is that large grocery shops and

supermarkets have opened in the surrounding

areas. She says, “Why would someone prefer

coming to my small simple shop rather than

buying from a big fancy place that can be easily

reached? Even my long-term daily customers who

have a good relationship with me have started

going to the bigger outlets.” Another reason is the

online grocery shopping and home delivery

offered by big companies. She remarks, “People

are getting lazier by the day. They just prefer

sitting at home rather than going outside.”

Sunita closes her shop at 10 pm. I asked her if

she is afraid of working alone late at night,

because Delhi is so unsafe for women and

because women on their own in the street are

often kidnapped and sexually assaulted. She

replied, “No, I do not have to be afraid as I know

my neighbourhood very well.” This helped me to

understand that it is not just observing a dress

code that protects women in traditional cultures

when they are outside the house. More important

is the relationship that women have with the

people around them and in their work spaces and

the locality in general. If these relationships are

good, they give women the confidence to move

about freely in the streets and to work in public

spaces without fearing physical violence and social

criticism and judgement. 

Chaudhary Chai Nitin

M
ost of us have a habit of drinking a lot

of tea. I do too, but mostly I drank tea

made at home. On one occasion my

friends treated me to tea made somewhere

outside, from a particular stall. They told me that

people come from near and far – from Hauz

Rani, Savitri Nagar, Chirag Dilli, even from

Madan Gir – to drink tea made at Chaudhary

Chai, which is in the lane behind my house in

Khirkee. Everyone gathers at this tea-stall because

most people like the tea made there very much.

The stall opens between 5 and 6 am so that it can

attract early customers, and quite a few people do

come there at that hour.  

At Chaudhary Chai, along with tea you also can get

cigarettes and Coke, and snacks to have with the

tea, such as matthi, biscuits, namkeen, fan etc. The

stall is open from between 5 and 6 am till midnight,

and then it reopens at 2 am, and there are even

more customers at that time than in the morning,

they wait in the lane for the stall to open again. At

this hour the price of tea is the same, but Coke,

Frooti, bottled water etc. are sold at higher rates –

for example, Coke that costs Rs 40 in the morning

now costs Rs 55. This is the only tea-stall that is

open in the night, and it does very good business. It

has been running even before I was born. 

A lot of policemen come to the stall at night to



drink tea, and the police on night patrol in the

locality send for tea from this stall, they drink a lot

of tea in order to stay awake. Quite a few times

they have noticed me and my friends hanging out

drinking tea there. This is actually an advantage

for us, because when they catch us roaming

around at night and question us, we always tell

them that we are going to Chaudhary Chai, even if

we are going elsewhere. When they hear this they

mostly let us go, but sometimes they order us to

bring them tea from the stall and we have no

choice except to obey them. The customers at

that hour usually are night-shift workers from

somewhere in Madangir, both men and women,

they drive up in cars. When those kind of tea-

drinkers are present, the police don’t interfere.  

We see many policemen regularly at the stall but

I am familiar with only two of them, from an

incident. One night my friends and I were on our

motorbikes going through Malviya Nagar market.

One of my friends had a new bike with a

customized silencer he called Chhota Sardar

‘(‘Junior Chief’) because it made the bike so noisy.

That noise drew the attention of the police. This

time when they stopped us we didn’t give the usual

excuse that we were going to Chaudhary Chai.

Instead, we all rode off, while one policeman

managed to take a photo on his phone of my

friend’s rear number plate on which was

written Khandani Nawab (‘Lord of the

Family’). After that we hoped that they

would not recognize us as night customers at

the tea-stall or recognize the bike when it was

parked outside Chaudhary Chai, because

just like them we hang out there a lot. 

We friends have given each of those two

policemen a nickname in accordance with

their behaviour. One is called ‘Singham’

and the other is called ‘Ajay Devgan’. We

chose ‘Singham’ because (like the hero in

the movie Singham) he takes very tough

action against law-breakers. He is known for

this through the whole of Malviya Nagar,

Khirki Village, Khirki Extension and

Hauz Rani. We chose ‘Ajay Devgan’ for

the other policeman because he looks like

the film star Ajay Devgan. When their

shift is over these two and other

policemen – regardless of having one star,

two stars, three stars or no stars on their

uniforms – always come to drink tea at

Chaudhary Chai. At that time there is no sense

of superiority or seniority. That is why we say

that this tea-stall is the one place in the locality

that sees everyone as equal, whether the

customer is a policeman, family man or working

person – the rich and poor are treated alike.

At Chaudhary Chai, there is no swearing, abusing

or foul language by customers because the stall

owner has a verse written to remind us to

maintain good conduct. And no one asks for

goods on credit either, because there is another

statement for that too – it declares that only those

whose parents are 80 years old and grandparents

are also 80 years old, will be given any goods on

credit. In other words, an impossibility! 

Sometimes people get into altercations or

arguments at tea-stalls, over chairs, seating space

and other things. But not at Chaudhary Chai.

Rather, like most customers, my friends and I

wait patiently for people to finish their tea and get

up to leave before we move in to take their seats.

Those who drink tea here and are used to it are

unable to enjoy the taste of tea at any other stall.

Many people are so habituated that they can’t

start their morning without it. And if they can’t

have at least one tea from here daily, they feel

dissatisfied. There is truly something special

about the tea here.
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W
henever I went to Bhagat Singh Park

in our neighbourhood of

Khirki/Hauz Rani, I would see a

young, pretty woman ironing clothes in a stall in

front of the park. Another woman of her age was

always with her (clarify). The presswali looked

friendly, so I decided to go and talk with her

about her life and work. At first I was nervous

because I didn’t know if she would even want to

talk with me, but when I asked her she said,

“Yes!” and she was very excited to share her story.

I started asking about her life-journey, and the

experience of being a working woman in Delhi. I

was also curious to know her relationship to her

work space that is fully public. 

I am one of six children. My mother had to move

with us from Kabul to Delhi on her own, for an

indefinite period. I was 11 years old when my

family arrived in India. We found a place to live

in the locality of Khirkee/Hauz Rani, among

many other Afghan refugees who, like my family,

face an uncertain future. I gradually realized how

tough it was to begin a new life in a country that to

us was a completely strange world. Everything was

so different from Kabul – the people, languages,

foods, clothes, customs and social behaviour,

especially of the local women. I was shocked to

see them freely walking in the streets without

covering their heads, in traditional Indian clothes

like salwar-kameez, pajama-kurta and sarees that

don’t cover the whole body, and to see the young

women and girls mostly wearing Western outfits. 

In Kabul I had grown up among cousins and

other girls of my age in our neighbourhood. As a

child I learned quickly that in the typical view the

woman’s job is to stay at home and look after her

husband, children and household, whereas the

man’s job is to earn money and handle all

household and other expenditures. While I was

growing up I constantly had people telling me that

since I was a girl I should not go out of the house

alone, but only with family members; and that

when I go out I should wear clothes that cover my

entire body and a hijab that covered

my head. My mother, on the contrary,

did not support these conventions. She

did not want us to cover our faces, and

was against the social custom of

keeping daughters inside the home

and forcing them to marry at a young

age. She considered these practices

oppressive and unjust to women. She

objected to the niqab (face-veil with an

eye-mesh) but was not opposed to the

hijab, and herself always covered her

head. This confused me and I did not

know which custom was correct and

should be followed. 

I was also not used to the sight of

women working in public space, one

of the first things I noticed when we

came to India. For most women in

Afghanistan, it is a big challenge to work outside

the house, no matter how open-minded the

family. Members of the extended family, near and

distant relatives, as well as neighbours will keep

bringing up useless social dictums and try to make

the working woman feel guilty, as if she is doing

something wicked or even seditious. My mother

had to deal with this. She was a teacher in a Kabul

school that was quite far from our house, and

Is working outside the home a big
challenge for women? Hadiya



went to work from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. This meant

she could not be at home with me, so I was

looked after by my siblings. I was five years old at

that time and did not understand the complexity

of traditional norms, but even at that age I was

aware of my mother being emotionally pressured

to leave her job and stay at home to take care of

her children. But she did not let these opinions

disturb her. She had her own firm convictions

and she continued with her teaching.  

When I first approached the presswali at her

ironing stall outside Bhagat Singh Park, I

expected her to ask me questions such as why I

was interested in her life, or where I come from. I

even expected her to refuse to talk with me. But

she never hesitated to discuss any topic. Her

name is Diya and she is 28 years old, married, a

mother of two boys. Her life is quite hard as she

has to continuously be on her feet ironing at her

stall for long hours. Regardless of the season,

whether it is raining hard or hellishly hot, she

stands there and keeps on working. 

Diya and her husband used to wash and iron

people’s clothes for a living. Five years ago her

husband lost the use of both legs in a car accident.

They had no money for treatment and

medications, but their relatives helped a lot

financially. Her husband could no longer work.

He stayed at home to look after their two small

sons. It was a great struggle for Diya as she had to

physically take care of him as well as the two

children. Each day was filled with high tension

and she herself had to stop working for a while.

After a few months she realized that she could not

keep depending on other people for money, so

she decided to open her ironing stall again. She is

the only earner and takes care of all household

expenditure, including her husband’s treatment,

children’s school fees, and daily food and basic

needs. She could not afford this with just her

income from washing and ironing, so she took on

domestic work in two nearby houses.  

Diya’s day begins at 5 am. She gets her sons ready,

packs their lunchboxes and takes them to school.

She returns home, makes breakfast for herself and

her husband, and then goes to open her stall. She

knows that if she burns or loses her customers’

clothes, or if they get torn or stained, she may get

into much trouble. Some customers understand her

situation and don’t say anything, but others get

angry and scold her, and sometimes refuse to pay,

or even want a refund. Once she burned a sari and

the owner screamed at her so loudly that a crowd

began to gather around the stall. So she tries to be

extra careful while using the iron.

At 1 p.m. Diya takes a break and goes to pick up

her boys from school. They go home and she

prepares lunch for the family. Then she goes

back to the stall and continues working till 4 pm,

when she closes the stall and goes to do cleaning

and cooking work in two houses, finishing by 7

pm. By then it is dark and there are not many

people around in the streets, so usually one of

her relatives comes to her and walks her home.

Delhi is really unsafe for women, especially from

late evening onwards. Diya has not had any

trouble so far in public space at night, but she

does have a sense of fear. She follows the news

and knows that women on their own are often

assaulted, so she has to always be careful when

she is outside the house. 

Diya has a good relationship with the people

around her workspace and also has many close

friends. The police has never harassed her, but

sometimes when her husband comes to visit her at

the stall, local teenage boys laugh at him and call

him insulting names. This breaks Diya’s heart but

she tries to ignore the humiliation by focusing even

more on her family. She wants to be a strong

support to her husband because he has suffered a

lot since he lost his mobility. 

For me, Diya is a real superwoman, doing two

demanding jobs, taking care of her husband, raising

two children. It is a hard life. And there are many

other Indian women like her who work all day to

support their family. Actually this is also true of

Afghanistan. Women do domestic chores and

manage their households in their expected role, and

even though society disapproves of women working

outside the home, many women also go to jobs

outside, wearing chadari (burqa/full-length outer

robe with a face-mesh) when they are in public. 

For quite a long time after we started living in

Delhi, I held on to the mindset that women

should not work outside the home. Talking in

depth with Diya and seeing other women like

her has helped to drastically change this belief

and my other traditional beliefs about women’s

work, especially their work in public spaces. I

have a good example within my own family now

– my two sisters are working in Gurgaon as

cashiers in a Middle Eastern restaurant.
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T
he particular lane in Khirkee Extension

connecting the locality to the main road is

always full of men, so I named it as the

‘Lane of Single Gents’. Ever since my family

migrated to India from Kabul, and settled in

Delhi, this lane has been my path to anywhere

outside the locality. During the day it is crowded

with men, and at night the crowd increases, and at

that time you come across lots of drunken men.

During my first year in Khirki I was not able to

cross that lane easily because the men stared at

me as if they had not seen such a human earlier,

though many Afghan families live in Khirkee. The

way the men looked at me made me very

uncomfortable. 

When I first started going to school in Delhi, I

always wondered why there were crowds of men all

day in the lane. But one day on the way to the bus

stop I noticed they had construction tools in their

hands, even though there was no construction work

going in Khirkee at that time. The next day I saw

many tempos in the lane, and one of the men,

sounding like a boss, shouting to the others,

“Come on, get in the vehicle, we are getting late for

work!” I understood that the men would gather in

the lane in the morning and wait to be picked up to

be taken elsewhere for daily-wage construction

labour. But the lane is also full of men in the

evening, including those workers back from their

labour and standing around the vendors, chatting,

buying food or standing in groups and enjoying

relaxation after the day’s work. 

Walking through the lane with my friends one

day, I noticed a young lady selling pakodae from a

small stall, surrounded by men. It is not unusual

to see women selling food and other items in

Khirki and Hauz Rani, but this particular lady

caught my eye because she looked very young.

My curiosity grew, and I decided to talk to her

and learn more about her. I went to her stall and

Young Mother in the ‘Lane of Single

Gents’ Nargis



started chatting with her. Her name is Rachna

Begum and she is from Uttar Pradesh. She is 24

years old, married. At our very first meeting, after

talking for a few minutes we began to trust each

other. She asked me my name and where I was

from. By the third visit she had become very

friendly. Our conversation deepened and she

talked to me without any hesitation. I visited her

about five times.  

Before marriage Rachna Begum lived in South

Extension. After her marriage she moved first to

Hauz Rani and then to Khirki Extension. She had

been living in Khirkee for the past one-and-a half

months. She is the earning member of her family

as her husband is paralyzed. She has two sons,

one is five years old and the other is one year old.

She is a brave woman, but also quiet and humble. 

In Hauz Rani Rachna Begum had a small stall

where she sold tea, breakfast (aloo-puri), eggs,

chowmein and pakodae (onion and potato). She

ran the kiosk from 10 am to 10 pm, taking an

afternoon break from 12 to 3 pm. She had a gas

cylinder and a stove, and used separate utensils

for each type of food preparation. Two boys

helped her to carry these things to her stall. 

One day the owner of the house she rented in

Hauz Rani asked her and the family to leave as he

was going to rebuild it. They found a house in

Khirkee and took it on rent, but Rachna Begum

was not able to find a place on the street to set her

stall. While she was searching, her husband’s

friend told her to set her stall in front of his

building, which is opposite Khoj, an arts

organization in the same lane. 

She found customers to be different in Hauz Rani

and Khirki, but in both places there are many

more men than women in the street. Mostly local

men come to her stall to buy tea and pakodae.

Sometimes she has women customers, but rarely

any old people. Afghan families live in both

localities, but I was the first Afghan to interact

with her. For Rachna Begum, a ‘good’ customer is

one who buys what he or she wants and then

moves on. There are other customers who are

unethical, argue about the price, or try to be too

friendly. She does not like talking unnecessarily to

random people, like men who work in that lane

and come to buy pakodae from her. My friend

Sabra accompanied me on one of my visits, and

she noticed that when a male customer comes to

the stall Rachna Bagum avoids eye contact with

him and focuses her attention entirely on

preparing the tea or pakodae. I did not ask her

about this because I thought she might feel

uncomfortable having to explain her habits. 

But I did ask her how it felt to stand by herself

among crowds of men till 10 pm. She said, “I

consider myself equal to a man, and so there is

nothing to be scared of.” She also said that she

had been doing this work by herself for six years;

that selling street food had been the family

profession for thirty years, and she had inherited

the skills. I had assumed she was forced to do this

work for survival and to feed her family, and so

had to endure the daily crowds in the lane, but it

turned out that she is actually not at all bothered

by the male-dominated atmosphere around her.  

I have a reserved nature and it has always been

difficult for me to overcome my shyness, so I

have not been able to take advantage of good

opportunities that were offered to me. But

meeting Rachna Begum changed something

within me, especially in terms of having to adapt

as a young foreign girl in this country. Seeing her

confidently working by herself from morning to

night to support her family gave me the courage to

overcome my fear of crowded public space and

the presence of men in Khirkee’s lanes. I also

found that I was able to stand without fear in the

street, painting scenes on the locality wall with my

friends in the art project. At first I was afraid to

stand in full view and do the wall-paintings. I

would cover my face with my scarf on our way to

the site. But this act of painting in public gave me

even more courage, and soon I was able to walk

by myself without any mental discomfort through

the ‘Lane of Single Gents’. 

For various reasons, for a month after my fifth

visit I was not able to go to Rachna Begum’s stall

and talk to her. When I did finally go to her site

one evening, I saw that she was no longer there. I

returned repeatedly on other days, but the site

remained empty. Finally I asked a couple of men

standing there whether they had seen her. They

said that she had not been putting up her stall for

the past few weeks. They also said that she might

not be coming back. I became very upset. Her

absence kept bothering me, and I felt as if I had

lost a friend. However, each time I walk down the

‘Lane of Single Gents’ I find myself looking at the

place where Rachna Begum had her stall, and

find myself once again hoping to meet her there.
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